
Word Unit No Page Definition PoS Example CEF IPA

astronaut 10 92 someone who travels into space noun It was her dream to be an astronaut and to go into space. ˈæs.trə.nɔːt

achievement 10 92 something that you have succeeded in doing noun An Olympic silver medal is a remarkable achievement for such a young athlete. B1 əˈtʃiːv.mənt

spacecraft 10 92 a vehicle which can travel outside the Earth and into space noun The name of her spacecraft was Vostok 6. ˈspeɪs.krɑːft

stamp 10 92 a small, official piece of paper that you buy and stick onto a letter or parcel before you post it noun Her face was on stamps in several countries. A2 stæmp

space 10 92 the area outside the Earth's atmosphere, where the planets and the stars are noun It was her dream to be an astronaut and to go into space. A2 speɪs

factory 10 92 a building or set of buildings where large amounts of goods are made using machines noun Her father was a driver and her mother was a factory worker.  A1 ˈfæk.tər.i

sky diving 10 92 the sport of jumping out of an aircraft with a parachute (a large piece of cloth that allows you to fall slowly to the ground) noun Her hobby was sky diving. A2 ˈskaɪ ˌdaɪ.vɪŋ

training 10 29 the process of learning the skills you need to do a particular job or activity noun The training programme wasn’t very easy. B1 ˈtreɪ.nɪŋ

be born 10 92 When a person or animal is born, they come out of their mother's body and start to exist. phrase Valentina Tereshkova was born in Russia on 6th March, 1937. A2 bi: ˈbɔːn

lucky 10 92 having good things happen to you by chance adjective She was the lucky one. A2 ˈlʌk.i

in 10 94 during part or all of a period of time preposition In the year 2000, there was a big celebration in London. A1 ɪn

at 10 94 used to show the time something happens preposition Lillian was at the park at quarter past eleven. A1 æt

last 10 94 the one before the present one determiner She was at the cinema with her mum last night. A1 lɑːst

yesterday 10 94 on the day before today adverb I was at home at quarter past eleven, yesterday morning. A1 ˈjes.tə.deɪ

stay 10 96 to continue to be in a place, job, etc. and not leave verb He can stay underwater for a long time. A1 steɪ

storm 10 96 very bad weather with a lot of rain, snow, wind, etc. noun She can make rain, sunshine, hurricanes, clouds and storms. A2 stɔːm

hurricane 10 96 a violent storm with very strong winds noun She can make rain, sunshine, hurricanes, clouds and storms. ˈhʌr.ɪ.kən

monster 10 96 an imaginary creature that is large, ugly, and frightening noun Tyson is a monster. B1 ˈmɒn.stə

worked 10 97 the past form of 'work' verb Her dad worked as a photographer. A1 wɜːkt

moved 10 97 the past form of 'move' verb When Storm was six, she moved to Cairo. A2 muːvd

crashed 10 97 the past form of 'crash' verb One day a plane crashed into their house. B1 kræʃt

died 10 97 the past form of 'die' verb Storm's parents died, and she was alone in the big city. A1 daɪd

worried 10 97 the past form of 'worry' verb Percy was never afraid and he never worried about his life. A1 ˈwʌr.id

helped 10 97 the past form of 'help' verb He helped the people he liked. A1 helpt

started 10 97 the past form of 'start' verb Storm’s story started in New York, where she was born. A1 ˈstɑː.tɪd

tried 10 97 the past form of 'try' verb Later, Percy and Tyson tried to help each other in their many adventures. A2 traɪd

weather 10 97 the conditions in the air above the Earth such as wind, rain or temperature noun Storm has control over the weather. A1 ˈweð.ə

be raining 10 97 When it is raining, drops of water fall from clouds. phrase It's raining. bi: ˈreɪn.ɪŋ

sunny 10 97 bright because of light from the sun adjective It’s sunny. A2 ˈsʌn.i

windy 10 97 with a lot of wind adjective It's windy. A2 ˈwɪn.di

cloudy 10 97 When it is cloudy, there are clouds in the sky. adjective It's cloudy. A2 ˈklaʊ.di

be snowing 10 97 When it is snowing, small, soft white pieces of ice falling from clouds. phrase It's snowing. A2 bi: ˈsnəʊ.ɪŋ

hot 10 97 having a high temperature adjective It's hot. A1 hɒt

cold 10 97 having a low temperature adjective It's cold. A1 kəʊld

warm 10 97 having a temperature between cool and hot adjective It's warm. A1 wɔːm

strange 10 98 If something is strange, it is surprising because it is unusual or unexpected. adjective There are many strange and wonderful statues all over the world. A2 streɪndʒ

improve 10 98 to get better or to make something better verb He improved the city for people. A2 ɪmˈpruːv

create 10 98 to make something happen or exist verb For example, he created a lot of parks. B1 kriˈeɪt

writer 10 98 a person who writes books or articles to be published noun Franz Kafka was a writer from Prague. B1 ˈraɪ.tə

shoulder 10 98 one of the two parts of the body at each side of the neck that join the arms to the rest of the body noun He’s sitting on the shoulders of an empty suit! B1 ˈʃəʊl.də

suit 10 98 a jacket and trousers or a jacket and skirt that are made from the same material noun He’s sitting on the shoulders of an empty suit! A2 suːt

wait 10 98 to stay in a place until something or someone arrives or someone or something is ready for you verb For eight more years Hachiko waited at the station every day. A1 weɪt

desert 10 98 a large, hot, dry area of land with very few plants noun In the middle of the Atacama Desert in Chile a big hand comes out of the sand. A2 ˈdez.ət

sand 10 98 a substance that is found on beaches and in deserts, which is made from very small grains of rock noun In the middle of the Atacama Desert in Chile a big hand comes out of the sand. B1 sænd

upside down 10 98 having the part which is usually at the top turned to be at the bottom adverb There’s a statue of him at the University – upside down! B2 ˌʌp.sɑɪd ˈdaʊn


